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6 TEST MATRIX

A total of 46 production experiments were completed using the subscale brine test
facility. The test program was broken into two test series. Each test series is described
below.

6.1 TEST SERIESI1

Test Series 1 consists of 20 tests conducted using the Westinghouse core inlet geometry
described in Section 5.6.1. Table 6-1 below provides a summary of the completed
experiments. In the table, the Flow Control/Version column identifies the flow control
profile used during the testing. Flow Control Version 1 was the original flow control
defined for the test program. After completing 7 experiments, the original flow control
was modified such that the column flow would continue to decrease. A description of the
two flow controls used for testing is provided in Section 5.4.1.

6.2 TEST SERIES 2

Test series 2 consisted of 26 tests conducted using the AREVA core inlet geometry
described in Section 5.6.2. Table 6-2 provides a summary of the completed experiments
for this test series. For this test series, Flow Control Version 2 was used in all
experiments except those completed without brine injection. For tests completed without
brine injection, the inlet flow rate was held constant at the initial flow rate. A description
of the two flow controls used for testing is provided in Section 5.4.1.
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Table 6-1 Test Series I Westinghouse Core Inlet Geometry Test Matrix

TetBie Brine Sore Initial
Injectione Conrc. olm Flow Fiber

Test ID Date Rep. # Duration Injection Dnelayo Conc. K C)Fowum Control Load p:f Ratio
(min) (gpm) (minm wKr gmF) Version (glFA)

T012 2/23/15 1 38 0.5 0 10 3.43 1 0 0

T013 2/23/15 1 38 0.5 0 10 3.43 1 5 0

T014 2/23/15 1 38 0.5 20 10 3.43 1 5 0

T015 2/24/15 1 57 0.5 0 10 3.43 1 7.5 0

T016 2/24/15 1 64 0.5 20 10 3.43 1 7.5 0

T017 2/25/15 2 45 0.5 0 10 3.43 11 7.5 0

T018 2/26/15 1 47 0.5 0 10 3.43 11 10 0

T019 2/27/15 1 75 0.5 20 10 3.43 2 10 0

T020 2/27/15 1 70 0.5 20 10 3.43 2 7.5 2

T021 3/2/15 1 75 0.5 20 10 3.43 2 15 1

T022 3/3/15 2 79 0.5 0 10 3.43 2 10 0

T023 3/3/15 2 73 0.5 20 10 3.43 2 10 0

T024 3/6/15 1 73 0.5 0 15 3.43 2 10 0

T025 3/6/15 1 95 0.5 0 15 3.43 2 15 0

T026 3/6/15 1 92 0.5 0 5 3.43 2 5 0

T027 3/9/15 1 76 0.5 0 5 3.43 2 2.5 0

T028 3/10/15 1 100 0.5 - 0 15 3.43 2 20 0

T029 3/10/15 3 73 0.5 -. 0 -- 10 3.43 2 7.5 0

T030 3/11/15 2 52 0.5 - 0 15 3.43 2 10 0

T031 3/11/15 2 100 0.5 - 0 15 3.43 2 15 0

Note: 1 The flow was manually reduced at the end of these tests.
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Table 6-2 Test Series 2 AREVA Core Inlet Geometry Test Matrix
BieInitial Fo ie

Test Brine Ineto Source FlowFbe
Test ID Date Rep. # Duration Injection Dnelayo ColumnK~r

(min) (gpm) (min wt m) (gpmlFA) Version (g/FA)

T032 3/19/15 1 40 0.5 0 10 3.43 2 0 0

T033 3/19/15 1 40 0 0 0 3.43 Const. Flow 22.5 0

T034 3/20/15 1 40 0 0 0 3.43 Const. Flow 22.5 12

T035 3/20/15 1 73 0.5 0 10 3.43 2 7.5 0

T036 3/23/15 1 67 0.5 0 10 3.43 2 7.5 2

T037 3/24/15 1 45 0 0 0 3.43 Const. Flow 10 0

T038 3/24/15 1 85 0.5 0 10 3.43 2 15 0

T039 3/24/15 1 33 0 0 0 3.43 Const. Flow 15 1

T040 3/26/15 1 76 0.5 0 10 3.43 2 15 1

T041 3/26/15 1 43 0.5 0 10 3.43 2 10 0

T042 3/30/15 2 46 0.5 0 10 3.43 2 7.5 0

T043 3/30/15 2 92 0.5 0 10 3.43 2 15 0
T044 3/31/15 1 48 0.5 0 15 3.43 2 10 0

T045 3/31t/15 1 49 0.5 0 15 3.43 2 15 0

T046 4/1/15 1 45 0.5 0 5 3.43 2 5 0

T047 4/1/15 1 67 0.5 0 5 3.43 2 7.5 0

T048 4/2/15 2 55 0.5 0 10 3.43 2 10 0

T049 4/2/15 1 83 0.5 0 10 3.43 2 15 2

T050 4/7/15 2 52 0.5 0 15 3.43 2 15 0

T051 4/7/15 2 70 0.5 0 10 3.43 2 0 0

T052 4/14/15 3 95 0.5 0 10 3.43 2 10 0

T053 4/14/15 3 56 0.5 0 10 3.43 2 7.5 0

T054 4/15/15 4 70 0.5 0 10 3.43 2 10 0

TO55 4/15/iS 4 60 0.5 0 10 3.43 2 7.5 0
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7 OVERVIEW OF TEST RESULTS

At the start of the experiment, the temperature of the DI water in the main supply tank and brine
solution in the brine supply tank was measured to ensure that each liquid was in the desired
temperature range. DI water from the main supply tank was then circulated to fill the facility,
including the DIS. The HOT was isolated for debris addition and debris was prepared according
to the test procedures, added to the HOT and the contents uniformly mixed. To start the
experiment, the operator set the specified flow control for the column inlet flow, opened the HOT
isolation valve to begin injecting debris-laden coolant into the test column. For tests with
concurrent debris and brine injection, the brine injection pump was started when the HOT
isolation valve was opened. For tests with delayed brine injection, the brine injection pump was
started 20 minutes after the HOT isolation valve was opened.

The following test results are generated for each experiment:

* Test column pressure

* Test column inlet and outlet temperature

* High and low concentration debris injection tank liquid levels

* Test column inlet and outlet flow rates

* Brine injection flow rate

* Cumulative fiber mass

* Pressure drop across fuel components

* Test column and brine tank solute concentrations

* Volume-averaged core and lower plenum region solute concentrations with uncertainty

7.1 TEST COLUMN PRESSURE

The test column pressure was measured during each test in the lower section of the test
column, several inches upstream of the capture geometry. There was no prescribed initial
column pressure required for the brine testing and there was some variance throughout the test
program. The average initial test section pressure was 5.16 psig. The minimum initial pressure
was 1.68 psig (T033) and the maximum initial pressure was 8.2 psig (T047). In general, the
pressure trends seen throughout the test program include a small pressure spike corresponding
to the start of brine injection and a reduction in pressure during each experiment, consistent with
the reduction in column inlet flow rate.

Figure 7-1 shows a typical pressure measurement recorded during test T029. As seen in the
figure, the column pressure trend is characterized by an initial spike in column pressure, which
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is consistent with the initiation of the brine injection. After the initial spike, the column pressure
reduces throughout the duration of the experiment consistent with the reduction in column inlet
flow rate. In general, these trends are seen consistently in all tests with concurrent brine and
debris injection.

Figure 7-2 shows a typical pressure measurement recorded during test T021, which was a
delayed brine injection test. As seen in the figure, the column pressure trend is characterized by
a reduction in pressure with a step change that occurs when the brine injection is started. In
general, these trends are seen consistently in all tests with delayed brine introduction.

Test Data File ID: 1188-TPO01-T029TR
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Figure 7-1 Test Column Pressure Measured during Test T029
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Test Data File ID: 1188.TP001I-T021TR
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Figure 7-2 Test Column Pressure Measured during Test T021

7.2 TEST COLUMN INLET AND OUTLET TEMPERATURE

The test column inlet and outlet fluid temperatures were measured throughout the duration of

each experiment. In addition, the Dl water and brine solution temperature were measured

before the start of each experiment. The inlet temperature was measured in the main coolant

circulation loop piping at the off-take pipe for the DIS coolant source, which is upstream of the

test column inlet. The column outlet temperature is measured on the main coolant circulation

loop just downstream from the test column outlet diffuser. The inlet and outlet column fluid

temperatures were prescribed to be in the range of 64 - 720F during the test duration. In most
experiments, this was the case; however, there were several experiments in which the fluid

temperature was outside the desired temperature range. Table 7-1 lists tests that had fluid

temperatures outside the desired range. The highest fluid temperature was measured during

test T01 7, which was 81 .30F. The lowest fluid temperature was measured during test T032,

which was 60°F.

The prescribed temperature range was established to ensure that the conductivity probes are

operating in their calibrated temperature range. If a given experiment has a fluid temperature

outside this range, the uncertainty on the conductivity probe measurements will be higher. If the

fluid temperature is low, the conductivity measurement will be low. If the fluid temperature is

high, the conductivity measurement will be high.
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The temperature gradient between the DI water and brine solution is also important. Since the
tests were designed to investigate mass transport due to a concentration gradient, any density
differences due to temperature should be minimized. Table 7-1 summarizes the temperature
gradient for each test. The majority of tests had a temperature gradient less than 4°F. As
shown in the table, two tests had a brine temperature that was more than 4°F greater than the
DI water temperature and eight tests had a Dl water temperature that was more than 4°F
greater than the brine. For tests that had a higher brine temperature, the concentration gradient
required to induce buoyancy-driven mass transport from the core to the lower plenum will be
higher since the temperature gradient is opposing the concentration gradient. The opposite is
true for tests with a higher DI water temperature.

Table 7-1 Summary of DI Water and Brine Solution Temperatures

Tests with DI Water Temperature > 72°F

T017, T018, T021, T022, T023, T024, T025

Tests with DI Water Temperature < 64°F

T032, T033

Test with Brine Temperature > 72°F

None

Test with Brine Temperature < 64°F

T044, T045, T046, T047

Tests with a Positive (Brine > DI Water) Temperature Gradient < 2°F

T014, T015, T020, T030, T031, T051

Tests with a Positive (Brine > DI Water) Temperature Gradient < 40 F

TO019

Tests with a Positive (Brine > DI Water) Temperature Gradient > 4°F

T026, T032

Tests with a Negative (Brine < DI Water) Temperature Gradient < 2°F

T016, T022, T023, T025, T027, T029, T035, T042, T043, T050, T052, T053, T054

Tests with a Negative (Brine < DI Water) Temperature Gradient < 40F

T012, T013, T018, T021, T024, T028, T038, T048, T049, T055

Tests with a Negative (Brine < DI Water) Temperature Gradient > 4°F

T017, T036, T040, T041, T044, T045, T046, T047
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Figure 7-3 shows typical column outlet and inlet fluid temperatures measured during test TO51.
As the figure shows, the inlet and outlet temperatures remain similar throughout the test
duration. The outlet temperature is higher than the inlet temperature which indicates that the
brine solution being injected into the test column is slightly hotter.

Figure 7-4 shows the inlet and outlet fluid temperatures from test T026 which had a brine
temperature that was 8°F hotter than the DI water temperature. This test had the highest
positive temperature gradient. As a result, the column outlet temperature increased during the
test because the hotter brine solution injected into the test column was mixing with the colder DI
water. Similar temperature trends were seen in other tests that had a brine solution
temperature that was hotter than the DI water.

Figure 7-5 shows the inlet and outlet fluid temperatures from test T044 which had a brine
temperature that was 1 3°F colder than the DI water temperature. This test had the highest
negative temperature gradient. As a result, the column outlet temperature decreased during the
test because the colder brine solution injected into the test column was mixing with the hotter DI
water. Similar temperature trends were seen in other tests that had a brine solution
temperature that was colder than the DI water.

Test Data File ID: 1188-TP001-T051TR
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Figure 7-3 Test Column Liquid Temperature Measured during Test T051
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Test Data File ID: 1188.TP001I.T026TR
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Figure 7-4 Test Column Liquid Temperature Measured during Test T026

Test Data File ID: 1188.TP001 .T044TR
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Figure 7-5 Test Column Liquid Temperature Measured during Test T044
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7.3 DEBRIS INJECTION SYSTEM TANK LIQUID LEVELS

The DIS HOT and LOT tanks levels were measured during the test using ultrasonic level
sensors. The level measurements are used to calculate the cumulative fiber mass injected
during each experiment. The desired tank levels are prescribed by the facility control system.
The HOT level starts at a nominal level of 12 inches and drains to 6 inches over the first 3
minutes of the experiment. The HOT level remains at 6 inches until the end of the test. In some
cases, the HOT was drained completely at the end of the test. The LOT level is controlled to be
nominally 8 inches throughout the duration of the test. In some cases, the LOT is drained at the
end of the test as well. Figure 7-6 shows typical HOT and LOT levels from test T029. In
general, most level data is consistent with that shown in Figure 7-6; however, there were
several tests that had erroneous level measurements. For example, Figure 7-7 shows the DIS
level measurements from test T026. As the figure shows, the HOT level does not follow the
expected trend. This is most likely due to water droplets deposited on the level sensor during
the debris preparation process.

Test Data File ID: 1188-TPOO1-TO29TR
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Figure 7-6 DIS Tank Levels Measured during Test T029
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Test Data File ID: 1188.TP001I-T026TR
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Figure 7-7 DIS Tank Levels Measured during Test T026

7.4 TEST COLUMN FLOW RATES

The outlet flow rate, which is the combination of inlet and brine injection flow rates, is measured
during each experiment. The inlet flow rate is calculated by subtracting the brine injection flow
rate from the outlet flow rate. The desired inlet flow rate is prescribed by the facility control
system. Two different flow control profiles were used during the test program. The flow control
profile used in tests T012 - T018 was the original specification for the test program. Following
test T018, it was decided that the inlet flow rate should continue to reduce as the test
progressed. As a result, a second flow control profile was defined as shown in Figure 5-5. The
only difference is that instead of the flow reducing to [ ]a~c and remaining constant, as
was the case with the first flow control, the flow rate continues to decrease at a linear rate after
reaching [ ]a~c For the four AREVA tests (T033, T034, T037, and T039), conducted
without brine injection, the inlet flow rate was held constant at 0.8 gpm nominal and did not use
one of the flow control profiles described above.

Erroneous outlet flow measurements were measured at the start of some experiments. These
flow measurements were confirmed to be erroneous because the measured values were
outside the injection and brine pump capacity. Further, because the pumps used in the facility
are positive displacement pumps, the flow rate is accurately related to the pump speed. During
the tests that erroneous flow measurements were made, no change in the facility pump speeds
were observed. The source of the erroneous flow measurements is most likely due to air in the
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downstream circulation loop piping where the flow meter is located. Erroneous flow
measurements were collected in tests T025, T036, T038, T040, T042 - 48, TO50, and T051.

The column inlet flow rate, calculated using the measured outlet flow rate, is used to determine
the cumulative fiber mass injected for each test. Using the outlet flow rate for tests that had the
erroneous flow measurements resulted in the total cumulative fiber mass reaching the test
column over an unrealistic duration. For this reason, flow rates from tests with similar test
conditions were used to calculate the cumulative fiber mass for experiments that experienced
erroneous flow measurements.

The brine injection flow rate was not measured during the experiments. The brine injection flow
rate was controlled by the brine injection pump speed. Since a positive displacement pump was
used for brine injection, the flow rate is accurately relatable to the pump speed. Testing
completed during shakedown testing determined the pump speed necessary to achieve the
prescribed brine injection flow rate of 0.5 gpm. The pump speed corresponding to 0.5 gpm was
programmed into the pump controller and used during the duration of the test program. When
calculating the column inlet flow rate, the brine flow is assumed constant at 0.5 gpm when
injecting into the column.

Figure 7-8 shows typical flow rates for test T029 which was conducted with concurrent brine
injection. Figure 7-9 shows typical flow rates from test T014 which was conducted with delayed
brine injection. Figure 7-10 shows flow rates from test T048 which was one of the tests that
experienced erroneous flow measurements at the beginning of the test. The inlet flow rate
shown in the figure has the same erroneous values because it was calculated using the
measured outlet flow rate.

Test Data File ID: 1188-TP001-T029TR
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Figure 7-8 Test Column Flow Rates during Test T029
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Test Data File ID: 1188.TP001 .T014TR
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Figure 7-9 Test Column Flow Rates during Test T014

Test Data File ID: 1188.TP001.T048TR
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Figure 7-10 Test Column Flow Rates during Test T048
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7.5 CUMULATIVE FIBER MASS

The calculation of cumulative fiber mass transported to the test column is made for each
experiment. This calculation is completed using the calculated inlet flow rate, the measured DIS
tanks levels, and the total mass of fiber prepared for the experiment.

First, the HCT and LCT water volume is calculated:

VHT= -• DH.CT2 X HCT_Level Eq. 7-1

and

if
VLCT - DLCT2 x LCT_Level Eq. 7-2

where:

DHCT = 11.22 in, which is the outer diameter of the HCT

DLCT = 8.86 in, which is the outer diameter of the LCT

Since only the outer diameter is reported for the HCT and LCT, it will be used to calculate the
tank volumes. Using the outer diameter to calculate volume will result in some error, however,
since the beakers are thin-walled, the error due to use of the outer diameter is small when
compared to the total uncertainty expected in the calculated cumulative debris load.

Initially, the entire fiber load is contained in the HCT and the fiber load in the LOT and test
column is zero. Tables 6-1 and 6-2 provide the total fiber load prepared in the HOT for each
experiment. As the test progresses, fiber from the HOT is pumped at the inlet flow rate to the
LOT where it is mixed and pumped to the test column at the inlet flow rate.

Therefore, for any given point in time, the masses of fiber in the HOT, the LOT, and the test
column are:

M!,H.Ct = Mr,HC~t- -- Cf,HCTt-' X F_Inlett-l Eq. 7-3

Mf,~.t= MLC t ' (CH~tl- CJ,LcT ) x FInlett-l Eq. 7-4

and

Fiber_Masst = Fiber_Masst- + Cf,LCTt-1 X FInlett-I Eq. 7-5
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where:

Mft-l = The mass of fiber in the tanks at the previous time step

Cft- = The concentration of fiber in the tanks at the previous time step

Figure 7-1 1 shows the cumulative fiber mass transported to the test column for the seven debris
loads tested. Since the column inlet flow rate and DIS tank levels are similar from test-to-test,
the cumulative fiber masses for other tests will be similar to those shown in Figure 7-1 1 with the
same total fiber load.
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Figure 7-11 Cumulative Fiber Mass Transported to the Test Column

7.6 PRESSURE DROP ACROSS FUEL COMPONENTS

Various pressure drop measurements were made during the test program. For tests completed
using the Westinghouse core inlet geometry, high and low range pressure transducers (DPi1L
and DPi1H) were used to measured pressure drop across the bottom nozzle and P-grid
combination. A third pressure transducer (DP2H) was used to measure the pressure drop
across the first spacer grid.

For tests completed using the AREVA core inlet geometry, high and low range pressure
transducers (DPi1L and DPi H) were used to measured pressure drop across the lower end
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fitting and first spacer grid combination. The third pressure transducer (DP2H) was not used for
the AREVA tests.

Figure 7-12 shows typical pressure drop measurements from test T013. Since this was a test
conducted using the Westinghouse core inlet geometry, there are three pressure drop
measurements. For this test, DPi1L and DP2H agree well. This was expected given that the
pressure drop measured by these transducers is across the same elevation. DP2H is
measured across the first spacer grid.

Figure 7-13 shows typical pressure drop measurements from test T042. Since this test was
conducted using the AREVA core inlet geometry, there are two pressure drop measurements
both made across the lower end fitting and first spacer grid. As the figure shows, the
measurement from DP1 H is slightly higher compared to DP1 L; however, the difference is well
within the accuracy of the pressure transducers.

The discrepancy between the low range pressure transducer (DPi L) and the high range (DPI H)
was seen in a number of experiments. Figure 7-14 shows the pressure drop data from test
T029 which shows that DPi1H is measuring a pressure drop approximately 0.02 psid higher
than DPi1L. Again, this difference is well within the high range pressure transducer accuracy
and deviations like this are not unexpected given the relatively low pressure drops being
measured.

a,c

Figure 7-12 Pressure Drops Measured across Fuel Components during Test T013
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a,c

Figure 7-13 Pressure Drops Measured across Fuel Components during Test T042

a,c

Figure 7-14 Pressure Drops Measured across Fuel Components during Test T029
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7.7 TEST COLUMN AND BRINE TANK CONCENTRATIONS

The brine solution concentration is measured at seven locations in the test column and in the
brine supply tank. The location of the conductivity probes in the test column is shown in

Figure 5-14.

Figure 7-15 shows the measured brine concentrations from test T012, which was conducted
without debris. In the figure, the brine supply tank concentration (CP8) remains constant during
the experiment. The concentrations measured in the core region (CP7, CP6, and CP3) are
similar throughout the test duration and a concentration gradient is seen in the lower plenum
region (CP4, CP2, CP1, and CP5). In general, similar trends were seen throughout the test

program.

Figure 7-15 Brine Concentrations Measured during Test T012

The measured brine concentration is used to calculate the equivalent boric acid concentration in
the test column and supply tank using Eq. 4-5. Figure 7-16 shows the equivalent boric acid
concentrations from test T012. As seen in the figure, the calculated boric acid concentration
begins at a negative value. This is because Eq. 4-5 is also accounting for differences in solution
temperature. The brine testing was completed using brine solution at an average temperature
of 68°F. The equivalent boric acid concentration calculated using Eq. 4-5 is for boric acid at a

temperature of 212°F.

a, c
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a,c

Figure 7-16 Equivalent Boric Acid Concentrations Calculated for Test T012

7.8 VOLUME-AVERAGED CONCENTRATIONS

Both the measured brine concentrations and the calculated boric acid concentrations are
volume-averaged based on the test column geometry to determine a core region and lower
plenum region average concentration.

The volume-averaged concentration of the lower plenum region is calculated as follows:

Vcps. Co1 Vcl Vc2 cvcp 4CLP=Cs + CcVj + Ccp2 V-- + c~p,4 V Eq. 7-6

where:

C = the concentration in the subscript region

V = the volume of the subscript region

Similarly, the volume-averaged concentration of the core region is calculated as follows:

Cce•VcP3 +C VcP6 VcP7=CcO fzC3 Vo.-- +CC6 +Ccp7 V~o-- Eq. 7-7
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The uncertainty in the volume-averaged concentrations is obtained by taking the partial
derivative of the volume average with respect to each variable, multiplication with the accuracy
in that variable, and addition of these individual terms in quadrature. For the lower plenum
volume average:

or:

I - 2 - ~2 ,,~ - 2 - 2

aC~p5  OC~p 1  CP4
SCLP = dCLP dCLP + CLP P2) ±

x sc~ + ( x 6c

J( Y.~xs c)2 + (VCPlx6c ~ 2 (Vc~ x sc~~2)2 (1~L~;
UULP VLP VLP ± VLP + -xS

Eq. 7-8

Eq. 7-9

where:

ac = the uncertainty in the concentration in the subscript region.

Similarly, for the volume-averaged core concentration:

= (~~xc~c3  VP2 xs~, 2 +( Vcp.7  • scop7)
acore, , = acr j cr core Eq. 7-10

Figure 7-17 shows the brine volume-averaged concentrations calculated for test T012 and
Figure 7-18 shows the equivalent boric acid volume-averaged concentrations calculated for test
T01 2. The volume-averaged boric acid concentration plots will be used in the following sections
to provide comparisons of the various test conditions investigated.
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a,c

Figure 7-17 Calculated Brine Volume-averaged Concentrations from Test T012

Figure 7-18 Calculated Boric Acid Volume-averaged Concentrations from Test T012

a,c
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8 TESTS WITHOUT BRINE INJECTION

Four tests were completed without brine injection (debris only) using the AREVA core inlet
geometry. As identified in Table 8-1, the debris only tests were conducted using fibrous debris
loads ranging from 10 -22.5 g/FA and particulate-to-fiber (p:f) ratios ranging from 0:1 - 12:1.
The column inlet flow, supplied by the DIS, was held constant at 0.8 gpm (3.43 gpm/FA) during
these tests as shown in Figure 8-1. Using column inlet flow rate and the DIS tank level
measurements, the cumulative fiber mass arriving to the test column is calculated for the four
debris only tests, as shown in Figure 8-2.

Table 8-1 Summary of Debris Only Tests

Test ID Test Duration (min) Column Flow Rate FieLod(/ApfRao
__________ (gpm/FA)FieLod(FApfRao

T033 40 3.43 22.5 0

T034 40 3.43 22.5 12

T037 45 3.43 10 0

T039 33 3.43 15 1

1 20-

1 .00

P 08 F_Inlt T03
FIletT0I

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
Time [s]

Figure 8-1 Column Inlet Flow Rate from Tests Conducted without Brine Injection
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Figure 8-2 Cumulative Fiber Mass from Tests Conducted without Brine Injection

The purpose of conducting debris only tests was to determine the head loss due to the
formation of a low-fiber load debris bed under low-flow conditions. In the AREVA core inlet
geometry tests, the pressure drop was measured across the lower end fitting and first spacer
grid. Observations from these tests indicate that[

]a~c The measured pressure drop from the low range pressure transducer (DPI L) is shown

in Figure 8-3 for the four debris only tests. As the figure indicates, a maximum pressure drop of
approximately [ ]a~c occurred during test T033 which had a 22.5 g/FA fiber load with a
0:1 p:f ratio. It is noted that the accuracy of the pressure transducer is ±0.0206 psi, which is

[~]a~c from test T033. Considering the
instrument accuracy, the maximum pressure drop that could have been achieved during the
debris only tests is [ ]a~ Given the low-flow condition and the low fiber loads at
which these tests were conducted, the low pressure drops achieved during these tests were
expected.

Given the low pressure drops obtained in the AREVA core inlet geometry tests, debris only
production tests were not necessary for the Westinghouse core inlet geometry because the
same trends would be expected. The subscale head loss testing (Reference 2-1) has shown
that under low-flow conditions like those expected following a large CLB,[

]a.c Given that the debris bed formation will be
similar for both fuel geometries, the ARE VA debris only pressure drop results are also applicable
to the Westinghouse inlet geometry. Pressure drop measurements from test T028, which was
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conducted using the Westinghouse core inlet geometry and a fibrous debris load of 20 g/FA
support this assertion. In this test[

]a~c The measured pressure drop from the low range
pressure transducer (DPi1L) across the bottom nozzle shortly after[

]acwas approximately [ ]a,c which is comparable to the maximum
pressure drop measured during the AREVA debris only tests.

It is also of interest to compare tests T033 and T034. These tests were both conducted with
22.5 g/FA fiber. Test T033 was conducted with a p:f ratio of 0:1 and test T034 with a p:f ratio of
12:1. Although the accuracy of the pressure transducer at these low pressures makes it difficult
to compare results with any certainty, the trends in Figure 8-3 clearly show that test T034 had a

[ ~]a~c when compared to T033. This trend indicates that at these[

]a,c

Figure 8-3 Measured Pressure Drop across Core Inlet Geometry from Tests Conducted
without Brine Injection

a,c
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9 TESTS WITHOUT DEBRIS INJECTION

Three tests were completed without debris injection (brine only). The brine only tests were
conducted using a nominal brine source concentration of 10 wt% KBr, injected into the test
column at 0.5 gpm. As identified in Table 9-1, the core inlet geometry and the flow control
version were varied. The column inlet flow, supplied by the DIS, started at 0.8 gpm
(3.43 gpm/FA) and decayed during these tests as shown in Figure 9-1. As discussed in Section
7.4, test T051 experienced erroneous flow measurements at the beginning of the test and the
flow profile used for test T501 was taken from test T054.

Table 9-1 Summary of Brine Only Tests

Test ID Test Duration (min) Core Inlet Geometry Flow Control Version

T012 38 Westinghouse 1

T032 40 AREVA 2

T051 70 AREVA 2

The brine only tests serve as a baseline for determining the impact that debris collection at the
core inlet has on the mass transport from the core to the lower plenum. Results from these tests
will be compared to test results that include debris injection. Since these tests were done using
different core inlet geometries, the results can also be used to assess the impact geometry has
on the transport process.

1 00 _ _- ______

0.75
i~ilkl i 1 - F_Inlet T012
• F_Inlet T032

05' -_______ - FInlet T05!
C•05

U-

01000 2000 3000 4000 5000
Time [sI

Figure 9-1 Column Inlet Flow Rate from Tests Conducted without Debris Injection
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Figure 9-2 shows the calculated equivalent boric acid (BA) volume-averaged core and lower
plenum region concentrations from test T012. The figure also provides uncertainty bands for
the concentrations that are based on conductivity probe accuracy. The trends seen in the plot
are expected. Initially, the core region concentration increases quickly. After a short delay, the
density gradient between the core and the lower plenum regions becomes large enough to
overcome the inertia due to the upward flow through the test column and mass transfer from the
core to the lower plenum begins. This mass transport is indicated by an increase in the lower
plenum region concentration and a decrease in the rate at which the core region concentration
is increasing. Figure 9-3 shows the same data from test T012, zoomed-in to the first 200
seconds. The figure indicates that the onset of density-driven mass transport begins after
approximately 50 seconds when the core region concentration is [ ]a,c

Figure 9-4 shows the calculated equivalent BA volume-averaged core and lower plenum region
concentrations from test T032. The figure also provides uncertainty bands for the
concentrations that are based on conductivity probe accuracy. The trends seen in the plot are
expected and similar to those seen in test T012. Figure 9-5 shows the same data from test
T032, zoomed-in to the first 200 seconds. The figure indicates that the onset of density-driven
mass transport begins at roughly 45 seconds when the core region concentration is

[ ]a.c which is similar to test T01 2.

Figure 9-6 shows the calculated equivalent BA volume-averaged core and lower plenum region
concentrations from test T051. The figure also provides uncertainty bands for the
concentrations that are based on conductivity probe accuracy. The trends seen in the plot are
expected and similar to those seen in tests T012 and T032. Figure 9-7 shows the same data
from test T051, zoomed-in to the first 200 seconds. The figure indicates that the onset of
density-driven mass transport begins at roughly 55 seconds when the core region concentration
is [ ]a~c which is slightly higher compared to tests T012 and T032 but the agreement is
reasonable.

Figure 9-8 is generated to provide a direct comparison of the volume-averaged BA
concentrations obtained during tests T01 2, T032, and T051. In this figure, the uncertainty
bands have been removed to aid in comparison of the data. As the figure indicates, there are
some differences in the test results. Namely, test T051 has higher average concentrations
when compared to tests T01 2 and T032. This difference can be explained by reviewing the
brine source concentrations from these tests as shown in Figure 9-9. As the figure indicates,
the brine source concentration is approximately 2.5 wt% BA higher in tests T032 and T051.
This explains why the core and lower plenum region volume-averaged concentrations are
higher in test T051 when compared to test T012 but it does not explain why test T032, with a
brine source concentration comparable to test T051, has lower core and lower plenum region
concentrations.

To understand the differences between tests T032 and T051, a review of the water and brine
supply temperatures is completed. Table 9-2 lists the liquid temperatures recorded at the
beginning of tests T01 2, T032, and T051. As seen in the table, the water supply temperature in
test T032 is lower than the desired range of 64 - 72°F. This temperature range was defined
based on the temperature range that was considered for the conductivity probe calibration.
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Conductivity is dependent on temperature and lower temperatures result in lower measured
conductivities. Figure 9-10 shows the test column inlet and outlet temperatures measured
during test T032. As seen in the figure, the inlet temperature is approximately 60°F throughout
the test duration, consistent with the water supply temperature. The test column outlet
temperature increases from approximately 60 to 64°F during the test duration, which is
consistent with a 66°F injected brine solution mixing with the colder water in the test column.

Given the above discussion, the concentrations seen in test T032 are expected to be higher
than the measurements suggest due to the lower fluid temperature, which would make test
T032 more comparable to test T051.

Table 9-2 Summary of Water and Brine Supply Temperatures from Brine Only Tests

Test ID Water Supply Temperature (0F) Brine Supply Temperature (0F)

T012 71 68

T032 60.1 66

T051 69.8 69.6

a,c

Figure 9-2 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
Test T012
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a,c

a,c

Figure 9-3 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
- Test T012 (zoomed-in to first 200 seconds)

Figure 9-4 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
Test T032
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a,c

a,c

Figure 9-5 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
._ Test T032 (zoomed-in to first 200 seconds)

Figure 9-6 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
Test T051
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a,c

a,c

Figure 9-7 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
- Test T051 (zoomed-in to first 200 seconds)

Figure 9-8 Comparison of Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid
Concentrations from Tests Conducted without Debris Injection
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Figure 9-9 Comparison of Brine Source Concentrations from Tests Conducted without
Debris Injection
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Figure 9-10 Test Column Fluid Temperatures Measured during Test T032
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9.1 CALCULATION OF EXCHANGE FLOW RATE

Using results from the brine only tests described above, it is possible to determine the core-to-
lower plenum exchange flow rate (i.e., the rate at which mass is transported form the core to the
lower plenum) when debris is not present. Figure 9-11 provides the control volumes for the
subscale facility along with the required geometric information and boundary conditions.

Performing a mass balance on the core region (V1) yields:

V1 -• = O-BPB + Q21P2 - o-o~tPl - QBFP1 Eq. 9-1

where Vlis the volume of the core region, pi and P2 the core and lower plenum region densities,
respectively, Q-B the volumetric brine injection flow, Q0out the volumetric outlet flow, and Q-BF the
volumetric exchange flow (back flow) from the core to the lower plenum.

A volumetric flow balance across the bottom nozzle requires:

Q2 l = Qin + QBF Eq. 9-2

where Q-i is the volumetric inlet flow.

Substituting Eq. 9-2 into Eq. 9-1 and solving for the volumetric exchange flow, QBFP, produces:

QBF -

V11 dt+ QBPB + Qi,1P2 - Qu~

(Pi P2)
Eq. 9-3

Since all the variables on the right hand side of Eq. 9-3 can be determined from the
experimental results, the volumetric exchange flow can be calculated for each test.

Figure 9-12 shows the experimental volumetric exchange flow from the three brine only tests
(tests T012, T032, and T051). As the figure shows, the volumetric exchange flow remains fairly
constant for each experiment; however, there is some variation from test-to-test with the
average volumetric exchange flow from the three tests being approximately [ ]a~c
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Figure 9-11 Subscale Facility Control Volumes used to Determine Exchange Flow Rate
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a,c

Figure 9-12 Experimental Volumetric Exchange Flow from Tests T01 2, T032, and T051

9.2 PREDICTION OF EXCHANGE FLOW RATE

As described in Section 3.2, Epstein and Kenton (Reference 3-2) have developed a model to
predict the buoyancy-driven exchange flow through small, multiple, openings in a horizontal
partition with an externally imposed upward flow. The procedure as recommended by Epstein
and Kenton (Reference 3-2), for solving such a problem is as follows: The volumetric exchange
flow is calculated by first assuming unidirectional flow throughout the system (see Figure 3-1).
In this manner a Qu is calculated for each opening using Eq. 3-2. Then each opening is
checked for countercurrent natural convection flow by calculating the flooding flow rate, q using
Eq. 3-4. If openings are found such that Qu < q, then the exchange flow rates in these
openings will be bidirectional and are recomputed using the relation provided in Eq. 3-6 where
Qu to be input into this relation is already calculated from the initial, purely unidirectional
analysis. If openings are found such that Qu > q, then the exchange flow will remain
unidirectional and the volumetric exchange flow is Qu.

Following this procedure, Qu is first calculated using Eq. 3-2 for the brine only experiments. In
the calculation, it is assumed that [ ]a,c of the bottom nozzle holes have downward flow while
the remaining [ ]a~c holes have upward flow. This assumption is justified based on
experimental observations which indicated that only a[

]a.c Also in Eq. 3-2, the length L, which is used to determine the
gravitational head for the system, is the distance between the[

]a,c
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The flooding flow rate, q is calculated using Eq. 3-4 for the brine only experiments. In the
calculation, the bottom nozzle geometry provided in Figure 9-11 is used to calculate the aspect
ratio (L/D) for the bottom nozzle holes.

Figure 9-13 shows the calculated unidirectional flow, Qu and the flooding flow, q, for test T012.
Here, the unidirectional flow is divided by the number of bottom nozzle holes experiencing
downward flow since the flooding flow is calculated for a single hole. As the figure shows,
[I

]a~c Similar results are obtained for tests T032 and T051 even though the core
inlet geometry is different than that used in test T012.

Figure 9-13 Unidirectional and Flooding Volumetric Flows Calculated for Test T012

Now that it has been determined that mass transport in the subscale facility is governed by a

]a,c This comparison is shown in Figure 9-14 for

a,c

tests T012, T032, and T051. In the figure, the volumetric exchange rate is determined using
densities obtained from test T051 since it was the longest duration test. Using densities from
the other two tests conducted at this condition produces similar results. The comparison shows
that the [ ]a~c reasonably
represents the average of the experimental exchange rates from the brine only tests.
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a,c

Figure 9-14 Comparison of Unidirectional Volumetric Exchange Rate to Experimental
Exchange Rates from Tests T012, T032, and T051
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10 TESTS WITH CONCURRENT BRINE AND DEBRIS INJECTION

The majority of brine tests were completed with concurrent brine and debris injection. That is,
brine was injected into the test column starting at the beginning of the test consistent with the
start of debris injection. As seen in Table 10-1, 13 concurrent tests were completed using the
Westinghouse core inlet geometry and 18 concurrent tests were completed using the AREVA
core inlet geometry. All of the tests shown in Table 10-1 were conducted with a 0.5 gpm brine
injection rate and an initial column inlet flow rate of 3.43 gpm/FA.

In these tests, a debris bed [ ]a,c
The core region brine concentration increased quickly and the onset of buoyancy-driven
exchange flow was reached within the first minute of the experiment. For tests conducted with
lower debris loads, [ ]a~c In these tests, the
debris bed[

]a,c As the debris load was increased, the formation of the debris bed
was [ ]a'c As the tests continued, the upward
flow rate reduced and the density gradient between the core and lower plenum increased, thus
increasing the potential for exchange flow. For tests in which a debris bed was[

]a,c

This behavior is discussed in detail in the following sections.

Table 10-1 Summary of Concurrent Brine and Debris Introduction Tests

Brine Source FbrLa ~ ai
TsIDCore Inlet Coiber(Loa)
Tet DGeometry (wt% KBr)

T027 Westinghouse 5 2.5 0

T026 Westinghouse
550

T046 AREVA

T047 AREVA 5 7.5 0

T013 Westinghouse 10 5 0

T01 5 / T01 7 / T029 Westinghouse
10 7.50

T035 /T0421/T053 /T055 AREVA

T036 AREVA 10 7.5 2

T018 / T022 Westinghouse
10 10 0

T041 / T048 I T052 I T054 AREVA

T038 /T043 AREVA 10 15 0
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Table 10-1 Summary of Concurrent Brine and Debris Introduction Tests (cont.)

Core Inlet Brn ore Fiber LoadTetI emtyConc. (glFA) p:f Ratio
Test D Geoetry (wt% KBr)

T040 AREVA 10 15 1

T049 AREVA 10 15 2

T024 / T030 Westinghouse
15 100

T044 AREVA

T025 / T031 Westinghouse
15 150

T045 / T050 AREVA

T028 Westinghouse 15 20

10.1 TESTS CONDUCTED WITH 5 WEIGHT PERCENT POTASSIUM BROMIDE
SOURCE CONCENTRATION

Four tests were conducted using a nominal 5 wt% KBr source concentration. This section
presents results from these tests in the order from least to highest debris load.

Test T027 was conducted with the Westinghouse core inlet geometry and a 2.5 gIFA fibrous
debris load. Figure 10-1 shows the volume-averaged BA concentrations for the core and lower
plenum regions from test T027. The figure also provides uncertainty bands for the
concentrations that are based on conductivity probe accuracy. As seen in the figure,[

]a~c During this test, it was

noted that[

Ja~c

Tests T026 and T046 were conducted with the Westinghouse and AREVA core inlet geometries,
respectively. Both tests applied a 5 g/FA debris load. Figure 10-2 shows the volume-averaged
BA concentrations for the core and lower plenum regions from tests T026 and T046. The figure
also provides uncertainty bands for the concentrations that are based on conductivity probe
accuracy. As seen in the figure,[

]a~c

During test T046,[
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]acThe differences in test T026 and T046 is most likely due to[
]a~c Even though these

tests were conducted with different core inlet geometries, the brine only tests showed that there
was[

]aco The other difference in these tests is that T046 had a higher core region
concentration. This is because the brine source concentration was higher in test T046, as
shown in Figure 10-3.[

]a,c

Test T047 was conducted with the AREVA core inlet geometry and a 7.5 g/FA fibrous debris
load. Figure 10-4 shows the volume-averaged BA concentrations for the core and lower plenum
regions from test T027. The figure also provides uncertainty bands for the concentrations that
are based on conductivity probe accuracy. As seen in the figure,[

]a~c

a, c

Figure 10-1 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
Test T027
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a,c

Figure 10-2 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
Tests T026 and T046
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Figure 10-3 Boric Acid Source Concentrations from Tests T026 and T046
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a,c

Figure 10-4 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
Test T047

10.2 TESTS CONDUCTED WITH 10 WEIGHT PERCENT POTASSIUM BROMIDE
SOURCE CONCENTRATION

Nineteen tests were completed using a nominal 10 wt% KBr source concentration. This section
presents results from these tests in the order from least to highest debris load.

Test T01 3 was conducted with the Westinghouse core inlet geometry and a 5 g/FA fibrous
debris load. Figure 10-5 shows the volume-averaged BA concentrations for the core and lower
plenum regions from test T01 3. The figure also provides uncertainty bands for the
concentrations that are based on conductivity probe accuracy. As seen in the figure,[

]a~c

A number of tests were conducted using a 7.5 g/FA fibrous debris load and a 10 wt% KBr
source concentration. In addition, one test was completed with a 2:1 p:f ratio. First, the
Westinghouse core inlet geometry tests will be discussed, followed by the AREVA core inlet
geometry tests.

Tests T015, T017, and T029 were conducted using the Westinghouse core inlet geometry.
Figure 10-6 shows the volume-averaged BA concentrations for the core and lower plenum
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regions from these three tests. The uncertainty bands from these tests have been removed
from this figure to make comparisons easier. As the figure shows,[

]a~c

Tests T035, T042, T053, and T055 were conducted using the AREVA core inlet geometry.
Figure 10-7 shows the volume-averaged BA concentrations for the core and lower plenum
regions from these three tests. The uncertainty bands have also been removed from this figure
to make comparisons easier. As the figure shows,[

]a~c

Test T036 was also completed using the ARE VA core inlet geometry. In this test, 7.5 g/FA of
fibrous debris was injected into the test column with a p:f ratio of 2:1. In Figure 10-8, the
volume-averaged BA concentrations from this test are compared to results from test T042 which
was conducted with the same fiber load but without particulate. As seen in the figure,[

a~c

Figure 10-5 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
Test T013

a,c
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a,c

a,c

Figure 10-6 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
.... Tests T015, T017, and T029

Figure 10-7 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
Tests T035, T042, T053, and T055
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a,c

Figure 10-8 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
Tests T036 and T042

Two tests were completed using the Westinghouse core inlet geometry with a fibrous debris
load of 10 g/FA. Figure 10-9 shows the volume-averaged BA concentrations from tests T018
and T022. As seen in the figure,[

]a,c This difference can be explained by reviewing the column inlet flow for these tests, as
seen in Figure 10-10. As Figure 10-10 indicates, the column inlet flow rate was different during
these two tests.[

]a,c

Four tests were completed using the AREVA core inlet geometry with a fibrous debris load of
10 g/FA. Figure 10-11 shows the volume-averaged BA concentrations from tests T041, T048,
T052, and T054. Comparison of these results is interesting in that the tests with[

]a,c
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a,c

Figure 10-9 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
Tests T018 and T022
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Figure 10-10 Test Column Inlet Flow Rate from Tests T018 and T022
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a,c

Figure 10-11 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
Tests T041, T048, T052, and T054

Four tests, all using the AREVA core inlet geometry, were completed at this source
concentration with a fibrous debris load of 15 g/FA. Tests T038 and T043 were conducted
without particulate, while test T040 was conducted with a p:f ratio of 1:1, and test T049 with a p:f
ratio of 2:1. The volume-averaged BA concentrations from these four tests are shown in
Figure 10-12. As the figure indicates, the trends in all four tests are similar.[

]a~c In test T049, which was conducted with a p:f ratio of 2:1,[

]a~c In test T040, which was conducted with a p:f ratio of 1:1,
[ ]a~C For test T038 and

T043, which were conducted without particulate,[

]a~c
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a,c

Figure 10-12 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
Tests T038, T043, T040, and T049

10.3 TESTS CONDUCTED WITH 15 WEIGHT PERCENT POTASSIUM BROMIDE
SOURCE CONCENTRATION

Eight tests were completed using a nominal 15 wt% KBr source concentration. This section
presents results from these tests in the order from least to highest debris load.

Tests T024, T030, and T044 were conducted using a fibrous debris load of 10 g/FA. Tests T024
and T030 were conducted with the Westinghouse core inlet geometry and test T044 was
conducted using the AREVA core inlet geometry. Figure 10-13 shows the volume average boric
acid concentrations from these three tests. As the figure indicates,[

]a.c The difference

between this test and the two conducted with the Westinghouse core inlet geometry is that the
core region concentration is considerably higher. It does however indicate that the AREVA inlet
geometry is [ ]a,c as was also seen in tests conducted
with lower fibrous debris loadings.

Four tests were completed using a fibrous debris load of 15 g/FA. Tests T025 and T031 were
conducted using the Westinghouse core inlet geometry and tests T045 and T050 were
conducted using the AREVA core inlet geometry. Figure 10-14 shows the volume-averaged BA
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concentrations from these tests. As seen in the figure, tests T024 and T030 agree well but do
not agree with tests T045 and T050 because the core region concentration is higher in these
tests. As a result, [ ]B,C

Test T028 was completed using the Westinghouse core inlet geometry and a fibrous debris load
of 20 gIFA. The volume-averaged BA concentrations from this test are shown in Figure 10-15.
As seen in the figure,[

]a,c

Figure 10-13 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
Tests T024, T030, and T044

a,c
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a, c

a,c

Figure 10-14 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
STests T025, T031, T045, and T050 -

Figure 10-15 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
Test T028
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10.4 CALCULATION OF EXCHANGE FLOW RATE

In this section, the exchange rate is calculated using the same approach as that described in
Section 9.1. Results from these calculations are compared to results obtained in Section 9.1 as
a means to quantify the impact that debris has on the exchange process. Table 10-2 lists the
concurrent debris tests used to calculate the exchange flow rate. As shown in the table, three
tests conducted with 5 wt%/ KBr source concentration were used with varying fiber loads.
Similarly, three tests conducted using 10 wt% KBr source concentration were used and two
tests conducted using 15 wt% KBr source concentration were used.

Figure 10-16 shows the calculated exchange flow rates from tests conducted with a 5 wt% KBr
source concentration. As the figure shows,[

]a,c Figure 10-17 shows the exchange flow rate from the tests conducted

with 10 wt% KBr. Also provided in this figure is the exchange flow rate from test TO51 which
was completed without fibrous debris. As the figure shows,[

]a,c Figure 10-18 shows results from tests

conducted with a 15 wt% KBr source concentration. Again, these tests show that[

]a,c

Table 10-2 Summary of Concurrent Brine Tests used to Calculate The Exchange Flow Rate

Test ID Brine Source Conc. (wt% KBr) Fiber Load (g/FA)

T027 5 2.5

T026 5 5

T047 5 7.5

T013 10 5

T015 10 7.5

T022 10 10

T024 15 10

T025 15 15
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a, c

Figure 10-16 Experimental Volumetric Exchange Flow from Tests T027, T026, and T047

a, c

Figure 10-17 Experimental Volumetric Exchange Flow from Tests T051, T013, T015,
and T047
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a,c

Figure 10-18 Experimental Volumetric Exchange Flow from Tests T024 and T025

10.5 PREDICITON OF EXCHANGE FLOW RATE

With the experimental exchange flow rates calculated for the concurrent brine and debris
injection tests, it is interesting to see if a relation can be developed that relates[

]a~c For tests completed without
debris, it was shown in Section 9.2 that the exchange flow rate could be reasonably predicted
by[

]a,c TO

investigate this hypothesis,[
for the tests shown in Table 10-2. In these calculations,[

]a~c

]a~c Results from this calculation are shown in Figure 10-19 which
shows[

]a~c
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a,c

Figure 10-19 Number of Holes in Bottom Nozzle that Experience Downflow

10.6 PREDICTION OF DEBRIS BED BREAK-THROUGH

A number of test conditions resulted in a situation in which[

]a,c

As described in Section 3.3, the inception of buoyancy-driven exchange flow is governed by
several factors. First, the density gradient between the core and lower plenum due to solute
concentration differences must overcome any density gradient caused by the temperature
difference between the core and lower plenum. Second, since there is upflow, the buoyancy-
driven exchange flow in the downward direction must be larger than the flow rate in the upward
direction such that there is net mass exchange between the core and lower plenum.[

Ia,c
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Considering this, Froude number was calculated using Eq. 4-3 at[

]a,c For the calculation of Froude number, the length
used is the height of the core region (4 ft) and velocity is calculated using the flow areas of the
bottom nozzle and lower end fittings used in the subscale facility. Table 10-3 summarizes
results from this calculation and Figure 10-20 presents the results graphically.

These results can be used to predict[

]a~C For the Westinghouse core inlet geometry, the Froude number[
]a~ For the AREVA

core inlet geometry, the Froude number[
]a,c

Table 10-3 Summary of Froude Number Calculation

Test
ID

TO015

TO017

T01 8

T022

T024

T025

T026

T028

T029

T030

T031

T038

T040

T043

T049

T052

a, c
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a, c

Figure 10-20 Froude Number Calculation
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11 TESTS WITH DELAYED BRINE INJECTION

Several tests were completed using the Westinghouse core inlet geometry that had delayed
brine injection. In these tests, the injection of brine was delayed 20 minutes after the injection of
debris began. This allowed for a debris bed to form prior to creating the density gradient
between the core and lower plenum regions. As seen in Table 11-1, six delayed brine injection
tests were completed. All of the tests shown in Table 11-1 were conducted with a 0.5 gpm brine
injection rate and an initial column inlet flow of 3.43 gpm/FA.

In these tests, a debris bed [ ]a~c In
all tests, the introduction of brine resulted[

]a,c This section presents results from

these tests in the order from least to highest debris load.

Table 11-1 Summary of Concurrent Brine and Debris Introduction Tests

Core Inlet Brn ore Fiber LoadTetI emtyConc. (g/FA) p:f Ratio
TestIDGeometry (wt%_KBr)

T014 Westinghouse 10 5 0

T016 Westinghouse 10 7.5 0

T020 Westinghouse 10 7.5 2:1

T0191/T023 Westinghouse 10 10 0

T021 Westinghouse 10 15 1:1

Test T014 was conducted with a 5 g/FA debris load. Figure 11-1 shows the volume-averaged
BA concentrations from this test. As the figure shows,[

]a,c The core and lower plenum region BA concentrations are comparable to those

seen in test TOI13, which was conducted at similar conditions but with concurrent brine injection.

Tests T016 and T020 were conducted with a 7.5 g/FA debris load. Test T016 was conducted
without particulate and test T020 was conducted with a p:f ratio of 2:1. Figure 11-2 shows the
volume-averaged BA concentrations from these tests. As the figure shows,[

]a.c Test T020, which was
conducted with a p:f ratio of 2:1,[

Ia~c

Tests T019 and T023 were both conducted with a 10 g/FA debris load. Figure 11-3 shows the
volume-averaged BA concentrations from these tests. As the figure shows,[
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]2,C

Test T021 was conducted with a fibrous debris load of 15 g/FA and a p:f ratio of 1:1.
Figure 11-4 shows the volume-averaged BA concentrations from this test. The trends in the
figure are expected in that[

]a~c

7 a, c

Figure 11-1 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
Test T014
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a,c

Ia,c

Figure 11-2 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
~Tests T016 and T020

Figure 11-3 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
Tests T019 and T023
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a, c

Figure 11-4 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
Test T021

11.1 MODEL PREDICTIONS OF DELAYED BRINE INJECTION TESTS

In this section, relations for the volumetric exchange flow rate and[
]a,c are used in conjunction with the empirical relation for unidirectional flow developed by

Epstein (Reference 3-1) to predict the time-histories of the core and lower plenum brine
concentrations. First, mass balances are written for the brine concentration, Yi, for each region
shown in Figure 9-11.

Starting with the core region (VI):

V--= QBYB + Q1nY2 + Qu(Y2 - Y"1) - Qot1Eq. 11-1

And for the lower plenum region (V2):

dY2V2 --•-= Qu(Y 1 -Y 2) -QinY2  Eq. 11-2

In the above equations, V1 and V/2 are the core and lower plenum liquid volumes, respectively.
QB is the brine injection volumetric flow rate, YB the brine injection concentration, Qi the
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volumetric flow of fresh water entering the lower plenum, and Oout the volumetric flow exiting
the core which is equal to Qin + QB.

Eqs. 11-1 and 11-2 are solved numerically to obtain Y and Y2 as a function of time. Since a
debris bed [ ]a~ the first step in performing the
simulations is to calculate the Froude number based on Eq. 4-3. The calculated Froude number
at each time step is then compared to the critical Froude numbers listed in Table 10-3 for the
given debris bed load. Once the critical Froude number is reached,[

]a,c

When calculating the unidirectional exchange flow, the trend line in Figure 10-19 is used to
determine[

]a,c The results of the numerical simulations are

discussed below for each of the delayed brine tests.

Test T014 was conducted with a fibrous debris load of 5 g/FA. Based on Table 10-3, the critical
Froude number for a 5 g/FA debris bed with Westinghouse core inlet geometry is [ ]~
Using the inlet flow rate from test T014 and the volume-averaged brine concentrations predicted
by the model, the critical Froude number is reached in the simulation [ ]a,c after
the start of the test. This time agrees well with [

]a,c Figure 11-5 shows the volume-averaged KBr
concentrations from the test and compares them to those predicted by the model. As seen in
the figure, the lower plenum concentration predicted by the model is within the uncertainty of the
experimental lower plenum concentration. The core concentration predicted by the model is
within 20% of the experimental core concentration.

Test T016 was conducted with a fibrous debris load of 7.5 g/FA. Based on Table 10-3 the critical
Froude number for a 7.5 g/FA debris bed with Westinghouse core inlet geometry is []~
Using the inlet flow rate from test T016 and the volume-averaged brine concentrations predicted
by the model, the critical Froude number is reached in the simulation [ ]a,c after
the start of the test. In this case, the predicted[

]a,c Figure 11-6 shows the volume-averaged KBr concentrations from the test and

compares them to those predicted by the model. As seen in the figure, the lower plenum
concentration predicted by the model is within the uncertainty of the experimental lower plenum
concentration. The core concentration predicted by the model is within 16% of the experimental
core concentration.

Test T019 was conducted with a fibrous debris load of 10 g/FA. Based on Table 10-3 the critical
Froude number for a 10 g/FA debris bed with Westinghouse core inlet geometry is [ ]~
Using the inlet flow rate from test T01 9 and the volume-averaged brine concentrations predicted
by the model, the critical Froude number is reached in the simulation [ ]a,c after
the start of the test. In this case, the predicted[

]a,c Figure 11-7 shows the volume-averaged KBr concentrations from the test and
compares them to those predicted by the model. As seen in the figure, the lower plenum
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concentration predicted by the model falls just outside the uncertainty band of the experimental
lower plenum concentration. The core concentration predicted by the model is within 22% of
the experimental core concentration.

Test T021 was conducted with a fibrous debris load of 15 g/FA. Based on Table 10-3 the critical
Froude number for a 15 g/FA debris bed with Westinghouse core inlet geometry is [ ]a~c
however, when this value is applied[

]a~C As a result, a critical Froude number of
[ a,c is selected for the simulation such that better agreement to the experimental result is

obtained. Using the inlet flow rate from test T021 and the volume-averaged brine
concentrations predicted by the model, the critical Froude number is reached in the simulation

[ ~]a~o after the start of the test. In this case, the predicted[
]a~c Figure 11-8 shows

the volume-averaged KBr concentrations from the test and compares them to those predicted
by the model. As seen in the figure,[

]a,C However, the final lower plenum concentration
predicted agrees well with experimental value. The core concentration predicted by the model
is within 10% of the experimental core concentration.

Figure 11-5 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
Test T014 Compared to Model Predictions

a,c
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a,c

a,c

Figure 11-6 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
Test T01 6 Compared to Model Predictions

Figure 11-7 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
Test T019 Compared to Model Predictions
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Sa,c

Figure 11-8 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
Test T021 Compared to Model Predictions

Overall, the predictions of the delayed brine tests were reasonable with the maximum difference
between the predicted and the experimental concentrations being 22% at the end of test T01 9
in the core region. In general, the core region concentration had the highest difference which
can be attributed to the concentration of brine assumed to be exiting the core. In the
predictions, it is assumed that the brine concentration exiting the test column is at the core
average. Given that the brine injection point is at the top of the core volume and that the
sparger orientation is such that the higher source concentration is injecting upwards, it is
reasonable to expect that the concentration exiting the test column is greater than the core
average concentration.

To investigate this effect, a sensitivity case is performed for test T01 9. In the sensitivity case,
the brine concentration exiting the test column is increased to 120% of the core volume-
averaged concentration. Results from this case are shown in Figure 11-9. As the figure shows,
both the core and lower plenum region predicted brine concentrations are within the
experimental uncertainty.
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a,c

Figure 11-9 Volume-averaged Core and Lower Plenum Boric Acid Concentrations from
Test T019 Compared to Model Predictions Showing the Effect of Increased
Brine Concentration Exiting the Test Column
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12 SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The subscale brine test program was successful in improving the state of knowledge of density-
driven mass transport between the core and the lower plenum in the presence of in-vessel
debris. The testing considered a broad range of conditions prototypic of those expected to
occur following a postulated large CLB LOCA and considered both Westinghouse and AREVA
core inlet geometries by using prototypic fuel components.

In the testing, the density gradient that develops between the core and the lower plenum due to
the build-up of boron solutes in the core was simulated using a potassium bromide solution.
Flow through the test column was scaled based on the boil-off rate calculated for prototypic
Post-LOCA conditions. For tests that had brine injection, the flow rate was reduced during each
test consistent with the decay heat curve. For tests conducted with debris only (no brine
injection) the flow rate was held constant at a value consistent with decay heat boil-off
calculated at 20 minutes post-LOCA. Fibrous debris loadings of 2.5 - 22.5 grams per full-area
fuel assembly (g/FA) arriving at the core inlet were considered in the testing, which is consistent
with the range of debris loads expected to enter the reactor vessel following a large CLB
scenario. A limited number of tests were completed with fibrous and particulate debris to
understand the impact that particulate debris has on the resulting debris bed and the core-to-
lower plenum buoyancy-driven exchange process.

For the range of debris loads tested, it was shown that debris beds formed under low-flow
conditions prototypic of a large CLB scenario result in minimal head loss. Section 8 presents
pressure drop results from tests completed without brine injection which show that the maximum
pressure drop achieved across the debris bed was less than [ ]a,c when experimental
uncertainty was considered. The maximum pressure drop was achieved during test T033 which
was conducted with a fibrous debris load of 22.5 g/FA and no particulate. The second highest
pressure drop from the debris only tests was achieved in test T034 which was also conducted
with a fibrous debris load of 22.5 g/FA but included a particulate load with a p:f ratio of 12:1.
Although the accuracy of the pressure transducer at these low pressures makes it difficult to
compare results with any certainty, the trends in Figure 8-3 clearly show that[

]a~c This observation

is consistent with that seen in the subscale head loss testing documented in Reference 2-1
which showed that[

]a,c

Data from tests conducted without debris injection presented in Section 9 are used to calculate
the volumetric exchange flow rate that occurs across the core inlet geometry used in the
subscale facility. Comparison of the exchange flow rates from the test conducted with the
Westinghouse core inlet geometry to tests conducted with the AREVA core inlet geometry show
that both geometries [ ]a~ When the experimental exchange.
flow rate from the Westinghouse core inlet geometry test is compared to theoretical values
predicted by empirical relations previously developed by Epstein (Reference 3-1) and Epstein
and Kenton (Reference 3-2), it is determined that the exchange flow process[
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]a,(

For tests conducted with concurrent brine and debris injection, it was shown in Section 10 that

]a,c Densimetric

Froude number provides the relative importance of inertia to buoyancy forces. As Froude
number reduces buoyancy forces become more dominant. In this scenario, a reduction in
upward liquid velocity or an increase in density difference results in a reduction in Froude
number.

As the Froude number[

lac

In Section 11, results from tests with delayed brine injection are presented. In these tests,[

]a,c Concentration estimates from simulations of the delayed
brine injection tests were shown to be within 22% of the volume-averaged experimental core
and lower plenum concentrations. The largest differences between the simulations and the
experimental results were for the core region concentration, and it was shown that the
difference is most likely due to the assumption that the brine concentration exiting the test
column is equal to the volume average core concentration. If the brine concentration exiting the
test column is increased to 120% of the average core concentration, the simulation results
match the experimental results to within 5%.

The brine test results demonstrate that[
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]6.c
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